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• What is reinvention?
• The best opt-in ideas to collect email addresses.
• How to turn your first chapter into one of the 

most powerful offline marketing tools.
• Over 5 of my top “Chapter 1 Reinvention Tactics.”
• And more!

In this Training…



What is it?
• Take something pre-existing… and make it new:
– Mixed media art
– Upcycled furniture
– Compostable dishware
– TV aquarium
– Kermit the Frog

Reinvention



How it applies to your book…
• Look at your content… differently.
• What section(s) could you reinvent?
• How could you reinvent them? (What can you create?)
• How does this help sell your book or create a new 

product?

Reinvention



The opt-in… non-fiction:
1. Read through Chapter 1.
2. Take notes (yes, on your own writing!) as if you’re 

reading it for the first time and learning.
3. Compile your notes into a checklist
4. Hook the checklist up to an opt-in to build a list.
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The opt-in… fiction:
1. Read through Chapter 1.
2. What characters do you highlight? What are their 

specific traits?
3. Compile character traits/highlights into a profile sheet.
4. Hook the character profile sheet up to an opt-in.
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The tip sheet:
1. Read through Chapter 1.
2. Take notes (yes, on your own writing!) as if you’re 

reading it for the first time and learning.
3. Compile your notes into a “Top 10” tip sheet.
4. Hook the tip sheet up to an opt-in to build a list… or 

add it as a bonus to another product.
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The video:
1. Read through Chapter 1.
2. Jot down 3 bullet points of highlights covered.
3. Record a video talking about the points.
4. Upload it to YouTube to drive traffic to your book…
5. (BONUS: Do this for EVERY chapter and create a course 

you can sell!)
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The mini-book:
1. Extract Chapter 1 from your book.
2. Print it saddle-stitch format.
– PrintPelican.com

3. Use as a “sample” giveaway to promote your book.
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The mini-workbook:
1. Read through Chapter 1 from your book.
2. Take notes… what would you like to fill out if you were 

reading this to learn? Create a workbook.
3. Print it saddle-stitch format.
– PrintPelican.com

4. Use as a “sample” giveaway to promote your book… 
OR sell in a bundle with your book.
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• Go through Chapter 1 of your book.
• Do one of these 6 reinvention tactics.
• Now brainstorm more ways you can reinvent the 

chapter. What else can you create?
• Rinse, repeat… with each chapter in your book, or just 

Chapter 1 over and over again.

Next Steps…


